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Book synopsis
< 20 words
Join Popo Gigi on his London to Bollywood roller-coaster trip: in search of his biological father for DNA
closure.
Twitter < 140 characters
Join #PopoGigi on his #London to #Bollywood #journey in search of his biological father. Pop-in to
popogigi.com
Join #PopoGigi on his #London to #Bollywood roller-coaster trip in search of his biological father. Explore
further: popogigi.com
c. 35 words
Seeking his biological father, an Oxbridge graduate leaves his London family home for India—hurled into a
roller-coaster survival course—across cultures, classes and continents; then, unwittingly, lured into his
father’s universe … Bollywood.
c. 50 words
Graduating from Oxbridge, Popo Gigi continues looking for ‘DNA closure’ and delinquent English father—
who shipped his Indian teenage mother to London: single, shameful and heavily pregnant. Disguised as a
BBC reporter, Popo is hurled right into Bollywood’s glitterati—his father’s stomping ground—and,
unwittingly, right into its darkest underbelly.
c. 70 words (US & Canada)
Join Popo Gigi on his London to Bollywood roller coaster ride for 'DNA closure'. Graduating from
Oxbridge, UK, Popo continues the relentless search for his absent English father. A father who abandoned
his South Asian teenage mother after shipping her to London, England: single, shameful and heavily
pregnant. Popo's pursuit lands him in Bollywood. In the guise of a BBC reporter, he is exposed to
Bollywood's glitterati and right into its darkest underbelly.
c. 135 words (INTERNATIONAL)
After graduating from Oxbridge, Popo Gigi desperately seeks ‘DNA closure’ by connecting with his father.
A father who wilfully abandoned his Indian teenage mother: shipping her to London from her
‘untouchable-Indian’ subsistence: single, shameful and heavily pregnant.
Popo’s search hurtles him into the lap of Bollywood. Posing as a BBC reporter, he finds himself unwittingly
mingling with Bollywood’s ‘glitterati’ and lured into its darkest underbelly. He is saddled with dilemmas
galore: antipathetic Bollywood-producer-father; Bollywood-Diva-Stepmother; troubled twin brother;
stalking Russian-ex-girlfriend. Not to mention his tagging ‘United Nations’ drama therapy group: now
reformed, but still needing supervision.
But nothing is going to thwart Shakepeare-nista Popo's life-long ambition: to stage a Bollywood-esque,
Romeo and Juliet in London—Shakespeare Goes Bollywood—spurred on by his mantra: “If Shakespeare
were alive today, he would be writing for Bollywood!”

Book synopsis
Back Cover – 160 words
Popo Gigi, graduating from Oxbridge, continues his quest for DNA closure—in search of his biological
father. A father, who wilfully abandoned his Indian teenage mother—shipping her to London—single,
shameful, alone and heavily pregnant.
Popo’s relentless pursuit lands him in Bombay, India, where ‘Indian Fixer’ unmasks his super-patriotic
English father: a ‘True-Brit-with-Grit’ in aristocratic guise—crowned ‘Top Bollywood Film Producer’—
boasting ‘n’ hosting Kama Sutra masterclasses—smacking his ‘entertaining empire’ into orbit.
Latching onto his belligerent, eel-like father exposes Popo to the ‘unsavouries of life’—suckling
Bollywood’s darkest underbelly. Indian Fixer’s untimely death exasperates their animosity ... fingers of
suspicion all point in one direction.
Popo is saddled with dilemmas galore: antipathetic father; Bollywood-Diva-Stepmother; troubled twin
brother; scorned Russian ex-girlfriend; not to mention his multinational ‘drama therapy’ group—now
reformed, but still needing supervision. Nothing but nothing, is going to thwart Popo’s lifelong ambition:
to lead and stage, a Bollywoode-sque Romeo and Juliet in London—Shakespeare Goes Bollywood …

FULL SYNOPSIS
Popo Gigi’s Indian teenage mother, Ammi, is dishonourably sent packing to London—single and heavily
pregnant—by her British employer: a self-catapulting ‘hippie to yuppie’; AKA Lord Harmsworthy, and of
Bollywood-producer mettle. He discreetly promises her matrimony, after promising her the world.
Instead, ‘His Lordship’ abandons her with twins: of the most non-identical and cross-cultural kind in an
alien land—England.
The twins are nurtured as lovingly and as equally as possible by a self-educated and streetwise Ammi. She
instils in them British Victorian values and ‘Indian work ethics’; while struggling desperately on a hand-tomouth survival. Ammi, though sweet and simple, is highly resourceful—she has to be—having been born
into the ‘untouchable’ Dalit caste, in Goa, India. Nonetheless, her unrequited love and dedication to
further her children’s ‘lot’ is boundless: even finding creative ways of funding their education.
Popo graduates from Batey College, Oxbridge, while Ramyou struggles with life. Both twins are still
reeling: tormenting yet from the disruptive feelings of abandonment by their biological father. A father
who never bothered to get in touch—ever. Ramyou’s ways of coping is contrary—dropping out of the
British educational system and society: indulging in all the ‘DON’Ts’ as opposed to the ‘DOs’ his mother
painstakingly continuously tries to instil and re-instil in him. Popo pursues his moral responsibility as
‘Proxy Dad’ to set Ramyou (easily prone to drifting) onto the ‘straight and narrow’—the righteous track of
life—regularly resulting in family-friction.
Popo chases his festering need for ‘DNA closure’; with the hope of gaining his biological father’s
acceptance—for both himself and his twin. After years of tireless ‘family tree’ research and graduating
from Oxbridge, he feels the time is right for his ‘mission to India’. With the support of his stepfather and
Ammi’s blessing, Popo sets off alone, for Bombay, India—undeterred by the resounding rumours of his
biological father’s notoriety—begrudgingly referring to him as ‘Bio-Dad’.

Popo has no qualms with his kind and generous stepfather who brings the twins up as his own. Popo,
however, is looking for answers. But, above all, he is looking for ‘acceptance’ from Bio-Dad; both for
himself and Ramyou. Then there is the matter of ‘therapy’ (including costs) for his damaged and suffering
twin-brother—directly attributable to Bio-Dad’s negligence: resulting in his juvenile, then adult
delinquency.
Arriving in Bombay, India—an alien land to him—brings to the fore his spiritual Déjà vu feelings. Popo
wastes no time in employing an Indian Fixer to find his elusive Bio-Dad, who’s investigative ‘Findings
Report’ in Hinglish is disconcerting:
“ … I am telling … Father, only living the very high-life in Bombay ‘True Brit with Grit’, still a pretending
Lord with matching luggage. Also being called ‘Slimy-Limey-Blimey’—all fingers deep in many mucky-pies.
He proudly boasting and hosting Kama Sutra and Tantric master classes: in his Bollywood nightie club.
Now being crowned Top Bollywood Producer, only ... I must be going, he is pursuing ... no invoice following
... cash only forwarding ...”
An undeterred and persistent Popo, eventually manages to track Bio-Dad in Bollywood. He is suffering
from ‘Afluenza’: living the high life of a colonial Lord—a title he acquired unscrupulously. He is fearfully
respected and hated in unequal measures, cohabiting with his ‘Bollywood-Diva-Mistress’, Leile, but
officially as ‘man and wife’. She is a successful Bollywood actress in her own right and shrewdly
circumspect: not just of their past, but also her age. They jointly own and manage an upmarket ‘members
by invitation only’ nightclub, Leile’s Bollywood: ostentatiously catering for and fulfilling the desires of the
richer and richest echelons of Bombay’s multi-national society; with ‘erotic suites’ and fortified privacy.
His Lordship has, to his credit, integrated fully into Indian society—in particular, the underbelly. With
diverse business interests, including: gambling, drugs, passing-off Indian liquor as foreign imports and, of
course—the bread and butter of it all—money laundering. His tie-ups with the extreme nouveau-riche:
with unlimited, unmanageable and untraceable sources of wealth, has legitimately earned him the title:
‘Bada Bollywood Producer’. Leading such a lifestyle, unsurprisingly means gaining access to him is virtually
impossible—unless through an established, or trusted connection.

However, Popo comes up with a plan. Under the guidance and help from the Indian Fixer, he takes on the
persona of a BBC journalist to legitimize his entry into THE Charity event of the year, which Bio-Dad is to
grace his presence with. Other attendees include listed and de-listed members from the directory of
‘WHO’S, WHO’ of Bombay Society and its affluent unlisted underbelly: ‘NOBODY KNOWS WHO’. Their
accreditations are never in print; nor is the ‘Guest List’, for that matter. Face-Recognition technology is
widely used—in the form of ‘Mr Muscles from Brussels’, the well-girthed bouncer obstructing entry.
Popo turns up to the event in the most ludicrous guise as a BBC reporter—banking on his egotistically
British ‘high-street’ look and his China Copy (cod) BBC identity—which no Indian dare challenge. Together
with his naïve audacity, he successfully wangles his gate-crash. Inside, he befriends a mature Indian
journo, ‘Alco-Journo’, also a part-time fixer. He offers his services to Popo; veneered as a favour, but with
much self-interest at stake and with the expectation of being compensated in Scottish currency: Black
Lapel whisky, the genuine import kind ‘of course’. Alco-Journo, too, has a number of unresolved
contentious issues with his Lordship, colloquially referring to him as ‘His Lardshit’. He feels Popo, as a BBC
reporter, is in a much stronger position to springboard, and make public, his outstanding and precarious
journalistic revelations against his Lordship, all for the sake of ‘world public interest’—surely.

Alco-Journo’s dirt on his Lordship is continuously swept under the rug by leading Press editors, influenced
by his Lordship’s generosity and his cronies’ ‘multiple-influences’ and ‘self-interests’. Popo, however,
intentionally chooses not to reveal his DNA link to his Lordship—for now.
Meeting Bio-Dad for the first time, and in public, is a horrendous experience for Popo: akin to being
thrown off a freewheeling roller-coaster—mid-ride: leaving him trembling and confused. During his
frenzied encounter, Popo slips up, a Freudian banana slip at that: referring to him as ‘Dad’. A definite NONO and resulting in the sharpest of reprimands and ostracism by the menacingly frothing Lord. Who
immediately ‘decrees’—in no uncertain language—that he never get in touch with him again, nor ever
contemplate referring to him as ‘Dad’ in private, and especially not in public—NEVER-EVER. Having been
tossed down to earth in a free-fall, and with his tail between his legs, Popo scarpers to his hostel:
tormented from the unexpected experience.
To make things worse, Popo is mugged along the way and robbed of only his China Copy BBC
accreditation—but not his money … and is left for dead. Waking up from his ordeal; dismayed, smelly and
having lost control of all his faculties as a result of the two traumas, he staggers to his hostel.
Unexpectedly, he finds solace in a refreshingly innocent, female street vendor: a flower girl, Chameli—a
‘Dalit’ (untouchable) slum dweller. This encounter instantaneously sets him on a path of oneness;
propagated by their mutual love of Shakespeare, British wit and, not least, her unadulterated femininity.

Popo’s ‘dawn-dates’ are the only dates they can manage—due to her work and social pressures. Cultural
intolerance means climbing the rungs of romance have to be carefully orchestrated.
The now rattled Lord is on the offensive; dispatching his cronies to pay Popo an unannounced ‘recce’ visit.
Popo’s encounter with them accidentally exposes Indian Fixer’s identity, who too, has unfinished business
with his Lordship. Indian Fixer’s ‘accidental’ death on that very day sets street-tongues wagging with
fingers of blame; squarely pointing in one direction ...
Popo is soon drip-fed with limited nuggets of intelligence by Alco-Journo, not just to settle old scores with
his Lordship: for irreparably sabotaging his journalistic career; but also a means of maintaining his regular
supply of genuine Scottish whisky.
Popo’s persistence snares him a meet with Lord Harmsworthy—but in the guise of a BBC journalist. His
Lordship begrudgingly accepts the invitation, more out of curiosity than family allegiance—but most
importantly, to establish what ammunition his son has mustered up. Leile, after a pleasant encounter with
Popo, develops a maternal liking to him; tactfully paving a smooth path to his father.

But an uncompromising visit from his Lordship’s goons, unnerves Popo to his core. He now fears for his
life: transforming him into a ticking wreck. He turns to Alco-Journo (still in the dark of his DNA tie-in) for
guidance and security tips, to pursue his ‘BBC interview’; duly scheduled with his Lordship.
At their scheduled interview, his Lordship sees through Popo’s BBC sham and is hell-bent on swatting his
pest of a son—with a bundle of Rupees to get shot of him forever, and for a few Rupees more,
contemplates the unthinkable. He is, however, knocked off his chair when he learns from Popo that he is
not after any financial compensation—at all, but just an apology and ‘acceptance’: which rattles him even
more.

Popo opts against mentioning Ramyou’s predicament to him at this stage—expecting it to be a tough sell:
due to his prevailing instability; incapacities and indiscretions …
Leile continues to develop a stronger empathy towards Popo—seeing him as the son she could not have;
while strongly influencing his Lordship’s goodwill towards him, softening him even—establishing a more
convivial rapport; but nowhere near a meaningful father and son relationship.
Popo’s big meeting with his Lordship at his club, Leile’s Bollywood, leaves him in a state of hiatus: not
knowing if Bio-Dad will want to meet him again. He spends nerve-racking days on end anxiously waiting to
receive ‘that call’ he was promised. Then, out of the blue, and at short notice, his Lordship invites Popo to
join him at ‘the Bollywood wedding of the decade’—proclaiming it to be a feast; not just fit for
Maharajahs, but also Bollywood icons; not to mention the high and mighty of the ‘ruling elite’.
With anticipation and apprehension, Popo attends the event—but more so with caution—clinging onto
expectations of at least one convivial family chat: the first baby-step towards acceptance. At the lavish
event, his Lordship, however, is too busy pursuing his own agendas; cutting and brokering deals right
there and then. But, that doesn’t stop Popo from ‘loitering with intent’ within earshot of him. This highly
sumptuous event is not just bedazzling with gold jewellery, equivalent to the national gold reserve of
many a small country, but also blinding with Belgian-cut diamonds.

The participating guests’ intensity of enjoyment is heightened by the free-flowing ‘genuine imported
booze’ and the performing Bhangra Band’s raucous beats. Their crescendo is however marred by the
‘staccato sleek’ stabbing of Bio-Dad—synchronized with the en masse disappearance of his bodyguards.
Alco-Journo, who has been propping the bar all night, disappears too: just before the incident—
coincidence or providence?
The perpetrators of the stabbing vaporise into the high-spirited crowd. It is no secret in Bollywood, and
afar, that his Lordship features highly on many a prominent person’s Christmas/Diwali ‘elimination’ wish
list. This attempted execution has the tell-tale signs of a professional hit—‘intentionally incomplete’ or
‘incompetently complete’ … worrying all the same. All attendees and cohorts are glared with eyes of
suspicion.
Hyped-up and shaking like a leaf in a hurricane, Popo manages to take full control of the situation: which
he unwittingly finds himself sucked into. But, Bio-Dad is blood and it is his blood spurting in every
direction. Springing to his father’s rescue, Popo coordinates and supervises his ‘safe and secure’ hospital
transportation—clinging onto him in the ambulance; as like a ‘new-born’. He is not taking any chances;
the last thing he wants is to see his father die before getting to know him. Bio-Dad continues leaking
blood; with the prospect of survival looking grimmer by the minute, as he is rushed into emergency
surgery. Popo concurrently makes arrangements for Leile’s protection: she survives the ordeal with minor
injuries. Voluntarily, and without any hesitation, Popo donates blood for his father’s transfusion and,
unsurprisingly, it’s a perfect match. Popo is relieved; however, Bio-Dad is still barely breathing and is in a
comatose state.

Popo’s unrequited deeds are graciously appreciated by Leile, who—in light of the incident—is looking for
a trusted business-consort, while his Lordship is clinging onto dear life. She sees in Popo a trustworthy
soul, whilst everyone else a party to the attempted murder. Popo is invited to move into his Lordship’s
Manor House: a shamelessly replicated slice of indulgent British-Raj lifestyle—at its greatest—putting the
‘Great’ into Great Britain.

However, Popo does have a hidden agenda: to build a salvation sanatorium: The Sanctum Invigatorium
catering for addicts with numerous afflictions—re-energising life into them and nurturing them back into
society ‘without judgement’. Ramyou is to be given top priority upon his arrival in Bombay. This venture
however, does require substantial financial support. Popo plans to make a play for Bio-Dad to financially
launch it. And based on Popo’s ‘market viability research’: accounting for Bio-Dad’s Bollywood contacts
providing a constant stream of clientele, this business venture is already projecting high profits—not bad
for a ‘non-profit’ venture.

Bio-Dad’s recovery is slow and painful—for all. It does, however, give rise to opportune moments of
ambience for ‘father and son’ bonding sessions, which Popo grabs, but with kid-gloves. Their relationship
slowly develops into a more divulging one: albeit very slightly from Bio-Dad, who, while off-guard, reveals
his issues (the ‘offspring’ kind), who are now ‘issues—no more’ … “All sorted now, both legally and
financially”. Thus curtailing his parental responsibilities for good, and much to Leile’s resentment, who
continues to play an instrumental role in sweet talking his Lordship into the new sanitised and legal
business venture: The Invigatorium. “A much needed PR boost”—to launder his empire’s murky image;
now under tight scrutiny.
Popo’s love affair with sweet, sweet-scented Chameli, is blooming with vigour, but is still under wraps.
The Invigatorium opens to a hush-hush but over-subscribed ‘glitterati’ dominated reception; attracting a
number of potential Bollywood ‘beneficiaries’—discreet in their attendance.
The first seven days draw in a variety of international patronage. How they had come know of ‘The
Invigatorium’ is not quite a mystery. India is a honeypot for ‘wondering-souls’ tourism—those who
desperately seek happiness by any means; including the ‘getting high kind’ and various ‘quick-fixes’ for
unshackling themselves from their very self-imposed, burden of misery. Instigated by an over-zealous
Western lifestyle—‘freedom through spirituality’, not religion—being the buzz.
The arrivals include:
Day 1: Doc Shapirosky—A sharp talking Hoboken, New Yorker, wheeler-dealer on the run—wanted for
various inappropriate business activities. Arrives shrouded in paranoia. With eyes on positioning himself
as Popo’s Business and Brand manager.
Day 2: Itchy Bitchy—A French transvestite: transgender in the making; addicted to his gender change and
cabaret dancing. He just wants to be with Popo for his rejuvenating energy; comforting, non-judgemental
presence, and his guidance in tackling life.
Day 3: Yogi Boo—This Russian bombshell precariously arrives with a nuclear bang. She is addicted to
money and fraying elderly British Lords going ‘gaga’. She has both eyes sharply focussed on Popo’s now
expanding business empire.
Day 4: Johnnie van der Mann—British theatre director, ex-director at the Regal Shakespearean
Corporation. Addicted to drugs, too numerous to detail in his medical records, and alcohol—all types and
for importuning (men) anywhere and everywhere. Swaggering as always, deep under the influence of his
addictions with the intention of making a big comeback to the British theatrical world—shortly and cleanishly.
Day 5: Guru Baboo—A Brit gone totally ... native; all Swami-like, down to his vegetarian sandals and
almost fluent Sanskrit … in recovery from his nasty divorce and his unceremonious ejection from the
‘Hurry-hurry, Just Give us Ya Money’ cult—with a legal International Restraining Order halo, still in force.
All subdued, he swoons in; hoping to perform as Popo’s spiritual consultant and ‘auspicious’ adviser.

Day 6: Viola Shapirosky—Daughter of Doc Shapirosky; a Brooklynista, New Yorker, highly over-strung
Dramatist … liable to snap at any time and overwhelmed with creative conundrums; compounded by her
Dad’s legal ones. She is a deep believer in ‘Drama as Therapy’ and hopes for a breakthrough into the
British Shakespearean theatrical world—before long.
Day 7: Ramyou (Popo’s twin)—now off the American obese scale, addicted to sex, fast food, and designer
labels, is welcomed into the fold. He too dreams of playing Romeo, and not just in Romeo and Juliet …
Popo Gigi, too, has an unfulfilled dream—like his twin: to play Romeo in Romeo and Juliet, in London—
flying both cultural flags. He feels British-Indian, culturally and genetically; having been brought up in
Southall, Little India, London, by his Indian mother with robust work ethics and Victorian values to match.
Soon, a Shakespearean Society, Shakespeare Goes Bollywood, flourishes as part of the rehabilitation
‘Drama Therapy’ at The Invigatorium, with the distinct mantra ‘... if Shakespeare were alive today, he
would be writing for Bollywood!’ also nurturing the thought that Shakespeare’s natural home should be
India—after all, it is the most populist English speaking country in the world; whose long standing love,
affinity and loyalty to Shakespeare has never been appropriately rewarded. It is, therefore, only right and
proper to move Shakespeare’s birthplace, Stratford-Upon-Avon, to Bollywood. Popo deeply upholds that
Shakespeare would have wanted nothing more.
Shakespeare Goes Bollywood is expressly founded to pursue this cause with the devout ‘guests’ of the
sanatorium. Who avail their endless loyalty to Popo. They consider him to be their life saviour.
Meanwhile, Popo makes it big in Bollywood due to his father’s prevailing influence: calling in reciprocal
favours. His Lordship continues to make good progress and hopes to leave a honourable legacy (not as
yet) in the annals of British/Indian history: for Leile and all of Britain to revel in. But above all, as a
vengeful ‘up yours’ (traditional British gesture), with his infamous words: “Arrow up their already sore
arses, of them all bad mouthing and back stabbing, guileful natives.”
All of Bio-Dad’s business decks are now expanding profitably—raking in money with the assistance of
Popo ... until ... rumours get rife: “Popo and his Lordship are getting too big for their foreign boots”,
fuelled and fanned by no other than Alco-Journo, who has now also branched into the PR business (giving
the PR business a good name) as Mustaan Sonnu’s mouthpiece: a long-standing business competitor of
His Lordship: long-since looking to make a comeback from his exile in Dubai. Both are as desperate as
each other: to recoup their pound of flesh from his Lardshit and particularly Popo—ever since they
discovered his true family tree root (His Lordship). Popo Gigi’s sharp, insalubrious activities, under his
dad’s supervision, frustrates Alco-Journo and Associates, every discrediting attempt—of which there are
many. This only helps raise the stake.
Popo’s top priority since Ramyou’s arrival in Bombay, has been to protect Ramyou from being drawn into
these feuds by default. It forces Popo to behave like a politician: becoming very economical with the
truth. He creatively concocts plausible excuses for not brokering their first family re-union with the father.
Who has, from the outset, been reluctant to make his acquaintance: “My plate is already full!” he keeps
stressing to Popo: no sooner he raises the subject of a family-get-together.
But soon his Lordship is left with no excuses, nor can he make any more. He is brutally murdered at his
club. Depriving Ramyou of the long awaited union with his biological father: squarely blaming Popo’s
divisiveness for his deprivation. The murder remains unsolved (officially). But the rumour mill keeps
grinding.

If only he was able to fully grasp what Popo was going through … to desperately protect him from further
suffering—if only …
The twins’ relationship takes a turn for the worse, soon hitting an all-time low. Much to
Popo’s despair—who now continues his role as Proxy Dad; on overtime.
With Popo taking over the helm of Bio-Dad’s empire with the blessing of Leile; as fellow commander-inchief, only heightens Ramyou’s antagonizing ill-feelings and resentment towards him. This time, things
take a turn for the worst.
Popo musters the help of The Invigatorium’s Drama Therapy guests—his new extended family—to protect
and cherish; together with Leile and Chameli.
His travelling theatre company, Shakespeare Goes Bollywood, is all set to launch Romeo and Juliet—a
Bollywood version, with Popo to play the lead.
But herein lie two major problems, and a niggling third one at that: Popo can neither act, nor remember
more than four lines at a time (stage fright), and his enhanced Bollywood reputation—as Bollywood
Icon—was only instigated by his father’s PR influences; not by his ‘on-screen skills’ (minimal). However,
Popo strongly believes this should not detract him, or any audiences, from their fun and enjoyment of
Shakespeare.
Popo’s travelling company consists of The Invigatorium’s multi-national ‘drama therapy’ patients … and
has not been accepted by any British ‘Receiving Theatre’ for a single performance.
This does not deter him in the slightest—‘reading Latin’ at Oxbridge is about to bear fruit—Tu ne cede
malis sed contra audentior ito: ‘Yield not to misfortunes, but advance all the more boldly against them’.
This, together with his ‘highly motivated team’ of mostly reformed characters (still in need of Popo’s
supervision), together with the blessings of the gods, is not going to allow any barrier to be an
impediment to their progress.
However, one of his troupe members, Yogi Boo, the Russian-Ruffian, is desperately panting for the part of
Juliet—both in the play, and in Popo’s life. But when rejected on both counts, she throws an almighty
tantrum and, true to form, barges off; diligently grabbing her signature ‘Coral, Pink Briefcase’, from which
she has never been separated from. She promises a Sputnik comeback ...
Popo, with his cockamamie entourage in tow, board his luxurious Gigi Jet—Popo’s preferred mode of
transport since inheriting it from Bio-Dad amongst other man-toys.
Chameli, after attending Leile’s farewell party the night before their departure to London, is suddenly
taken ill and rushed to hospital. Yogi Boo, though not invited, was spotted at the party.
Leile promises to care for Chameli until she is fit-to-fly and join them; categorically encouraging Popo to
proceed with his ‘Shakespearean mission’ to England.

Yogi Boo, still frothing after being scorned by Popo Gigi and the Drama Therapy group, sets off for
London—independently.
The entourage arrive in London to an over-the-top PR orchestrated fanfare to manipulate the British
Press’ acceptance, and to unveil the troupe’s Bollywood-esque version of Romeo and Juliet. Boldly beating
a blazing path into the infested jungles of the snobbish British theatrical world—with his mantra as
repellent: Aut viam inveniam aut faciam: ‘I’ll either find a way or make one’, Shakespeare Goes Bollywood
is all set to blast-off.
Yogi Boo arrives in London, ahead of Popo, and waits impatiently in the wings, at the ready for her
vengeful comeback, after having established a new ally—in the form of Ramyou …

Book trailer
Watch the 30 second book trailer below.

http://jolliwood.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/POPO-GIGI.mp4

Author’s background
125 characters - Twitter
Sterling’s cultural bonanzas inspire him to weave them into stories with humour, and larger than life
characters. His motto: Taking fun seriously!
c. 70 words
Sterling has been exposed to a rich-mix of cultures: from a lazy birth in Bombay, India; to a pacey
cosmopolitan upbringing in London—not to mention his diverse heritage. These arouse the 'culturevulture' within him. Passionately, he exploits 'true diversity' in human nature with sensitive irreverence,
both as a feature film screenwriter and novelist—awarding him the 'super-rich' tapestry of life—the
catalyst for creativity—underscoring his motto: 'Taking fun seriously'.
105 words
Samuel G. Sterling is based in London. Having been exposed to a rich-mix of cultures, from his birth in
Bombay; upbringing in London; international trekking; not to mention his own diverse heritage, help
arouse the 'culture-vulture' in him. His turbo-drive to explore 'true diversity', awards him the 'super-rich'
tapestry of life—a catalyst for creativity. His motto: 'Taking fun seriously'.
Infused with heart-warming sensitivity and irreverent deference: both as a screenwriter and author,
Sam’s multi-layered and stranded stories are enhanced by larger-than-life characters; tempered with
humour. He has also directed a number of creative documentaries and is an annual attendee at the
Festival De Cannes.
c. 210 words
Sam G. Sterling draws upon his personal experiences and wide ranging dedicated research for his works.
Spending months on end at the British Library in his pursuit—sharpened pencils in hand; at the ready (no
ink pens are allowed there) and a temperamental laptop. Then, after a long day negotiating his way
through the adjoining ‘red light’ district of Kings Cross to find his way home (interesting as other options
are available … but after a long days work?)
Infused with heart-warming sensitivity and irreverent deference, his multi-layered stories are enhanced
with larger-than-life characters and tempered with humour. He has written and directed a number of
creative documentaries: “Le Slumdog de Bombay”; “Rule Britannia” and “Poochies of Bombay”.
As a screenwriter, his creations are diverse across complementary genres: Baby-Bébé … behind every
successful woman is a man. Traffick-King … there is no business like slave business; Los Cartel … in a
recession go west; Santa-Claustein … Oi Veh, Christmas! and the forthcoming Popo Gigi trilogy: Popo
Gigi: the earlier years—London to Bollywood, Popo Gigi: Shakespeare Goes Bollywood and Popo Gigi:
wanted in Hollywood—Gigiology. Singular in style, with vivaciously enthralling narratives, Sam employs
'scalpel-wit' as an agent provocateur; dissecting and exposing the status quo we believe in.

SOME of the Author’s fun experiences
In Sam’s stint as a ‘film extra’, Sam acted right next to Jake Gyllenhaal, Sir Ben Kingsley and Gemma
Arterton (name dropping is limited to 140 characters).
Sam was sent to an audition by his agent to play a lead part in a commercial for a ‘very personal hair
trimmer’: so personal he always blushes when questioned about it, and would rather it not be raised in
any interview (fool who?).

Sam also trained as a stand-up comedian; attending classes at a college in England. He had the audience
in stitches … after tripping over them.
While attending the ‘Bollywood’ party at the Festival De Cannes, Sam (after successfully managing to gate
crash) found himself next to a glamourous lady who he partially recognized; possibly as a Hollywood type.
Having been offered a drink, she followed him to the bar. Ordering and collecting a set of three (one
spare) urgent round of ‘Sex on the beach’ cocktails (before the free bar ended). He was seen fumbling
while looking for his laminated business card after managing to spill the drinks on the lady. ‘So sorry, my
name is Sam Sterling … don’t worry, I will get it off you and put you on the big screen’. The amused lady
with a cute smile retorted ‘Hi, I am Andie McDowall; nice to meet you.’ ‘Gulp’.
At London Fashion week while mooching ‘n’ smooching, Sam bumped into blonde young girl. ‘And what
do you do for a living?’ he asked. I am a singer, she modestly replied. ‘Wanna sing one of my songs?’ Sam
asked. In a soft polite tone she replied, ‘But I need to learn your song first’. He nonchalantly spurted,
‘Hold on … but before that … I need to know if you’ve performed anywhere?’ “Well … yes” my name is …
Pixie Lott. ‘Sorry, but my musical knowledge does not reach beyond Shirley Bassey and Barry White’. She
laughed benevolently … Sam staggered on and on—respectfully and discreetly he was escorted out.

Q&A – 1
Hi Sam, thank you for agreeing to this interview. Tell us a little about yourself and your background?
Thank you too. The things I have to do to get a date! I am single, handsome and rich … in thought and
creativity. What else do you want in life? Born in Bombay, until they decided to call it Mumbai, India,
brought up in London. Mingled and jingled with many nationalities and all sorts.
What were you like at school?
Boisterous, rebellious, not shy and not a bully. I went to a Jesuit School; so corporal punishment was the
norm with men in frocks.
I did little work and fantasised about my female teachers … Yes we had female teachers despite being a
Jesuit School, but I was not the only one with these thoughts: a trainee Jesuit teacher had them same
thought. But he had three things going for him, which gave him a head on me when trying to chat up one
of the sexiest teachers (female):
1) He lived in one of the flats above the school (no travelling needed)
2) He had long trousers (I was still in school short trousers)
3) He had his own mode of transport: a tandem bicycle. It helped him elope with her – some say he even
married her.
Ever since I regularly contemplated in becoming a Jesuit (trainee priest). You may or may not think it is
funny but believe me, it’s all true (except for the tandem).

Were you good at English?
I didn’t start off good. But then reading became a strong hobby of mine. Reading and learning about other
cultures. I am always fascinated by Britain; its arts and influences. I am more fascinated by the streetvendors of India. I love doing research delving into things deeper and deeper … until I hit rock bottom.
What are your ambitions for your writing career?
I have stories to tell. As I write, I come up with more stories. I was always held back by my parents in
pursuing literature, so I have plenty of lodged stories I just want to get out. My ambition will be complete
once they are all outed. I love writing stories. But more so, I love listening to stories; including those from
old ladies and old wives tales … but never from priests.

I want to write and write until I can’t physically write no more.
Which writers inspire you?
I have always followed Shakespeare. What an incredible artist. How can someone with such obscure
diction be understood all over the world. And still, we are adapting his works.

I love Groucho Marx, Lee Childs and … anything else with pictures.

Then there are my screenplays at various stages of development namely: “BABY-BÉBÉ” – a coming of age
story of a young man striving to establish a normal family, life despite his dark and embarrassing
tendencies; “TRAFFICK-KING” – a love story from the lives of enslaved human traffickers; “LOS CARTEL” –
a story of the youngest crime baron muscling his way into Europe to set up his franchise operations;
“SANTA CLAUSTEIN” – a story of Santa Claus reverting to being Jewish.

Give us an insight into your main character. What does he/she do that is so special?
Popo Gigi is a character-and-a-half making up for the shortfall of his twin brother, Ramyou. Having been
brought up by his single mother, he had to play the father to his irresponsible brother; carrying him piggyback wherever he could. Looking after his single mother while desperate to find his English biological
father who abandoned her packing her off to London–pregnant. Popo is a pursuer; a go getter; defying all
odds to achieve his goals but having fun in the process. He is a Shakespeare fanatic and a wannabe actor.
He is the people’s hero!
What are you working on at the minute?
I am currently giving the final spit and polish to the second and third book of the Popo Gigi trilogy, as well
as penning the concept of a new story – which I am very excited about.
What is your sequel about?
After returning to London; having made contact with his father in Bollywood, Popo is on his next mission:
to produce and play Romeo on stage, in his Bollywood-esque Romeo and Juliet – in London. He comes
loaded with handicaps – firstly, no theatre wants his production; secondly, he can only remember four
lines of dialogue; thirdly, his Russian –ex-girlfriend and full time stalker is conniving with his twin brother
– an aspiring Romeo – to grab his empire, and for them to play the lead in Romeo and Juliet. And then the
plot thickens …
What genre are your books?
None of them are mono genre … but neither is life. It is Romance, thriller – with humour – set against
lively cultural backdrops.

What draws you to this genre mix?
For a start, it is fun – which is the essence of Jolliwood Entertainment: creating unique and fun
entertainment. Secondly, it is diverse. Thirdly, it can be educational. My goal is to really get to the hearts
and fun(ny) bones of my readers; to have an engaging and fun story to tell and excite all to keep reading!
Which actors/actresses would you like to see play the characters in your book?
Isn’t that the question of the day? I have a superior wish list ranging from up-and-coming actors, to
Hollywood A-listers. But – to be honest – the big names do not faze me … unfortunately; however,
it does faze the money-men, marketers and audiences – especially if it is one to become a
commercial hit. It is much easier to sell a film with Margot Robbie than, let’s say,
the German actress, Nina Hoss …

Can you name a few?
Well I think Pierre Niney – who prised the role of Yves Saint Laurent – would make a great transvestite; a
key character in the story – I believe he will give Jared Leto a run for his Academy Award. And Svetlana
Khodchenkova would be ideal casting for the Russian antagonist, Yogi Boo…
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Popo Gigi is a character-and-a-half making up for the shortfall of his twin brother, Ramyou. Having been
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How much research do you do?
I will never underestimate my readers – so I have to constantly research and ensure I provide the most
accurate descriptions and knowledge of true subjects.
Have you written any other novels in collaboration with other writers?
Well, I do co-write with my Son – who acts as my business partner. He did help me a lot with the novel – I
cannot take all the credit.

When did you decide to become a writer?
Ever since I could balance a pencil between my fingers … I think a lot of us would love to be writers. It’s
therapeutic, expressive, challenging. But I was flung into the finance sector by my parents; I was
somewhat successful … but then decided to pursue my real dream. Call it a mid-life crisis, perhaps. But I
Regrette Rien!
Why do you write?
Good question. It is probably the safest way I can keep my active imagination going.
What made you decide to sit down and actually start something?
My alter-ego … I started writing screenplays, which were “Too dense” (a common response from the
‘professionals’ in the industry) and read too much “like a novel”. So I did just that, and turned one into a
novel.
Do you write full-time or part-time?
Full-time, when I have time. There is never enough hours in the day. But I am also producing the film
sequel.
Do you have a special time to write or how is your day structured?
I am very structured with my writing. I take that very seriously. I usually start writing by 07:00 and carry
on through the evening with a light lunch break. Sometimes if the story is gushing smoothly, I carry on
until the gush blocks. If I am stuck, I break for the day; but no earlier than 18:00. (Or at least until I have
hit my 1000 word mark).
Do you write every day, 5 days a week or as and when?
I write 6-and-a-bit days a week when I am fully devoted – which is 90% of the time.
Do you aim for a set amount of words/pages per day?
It varies from day-to-day, mood-to-mood, but I have a minimum of 1000 words a day.
Do you write on a typewriter, computer, dictate or longhand?
I note-take by longhand … but can never read my writing … so I just mainly stick to my laptop. Do people
still use typewriters? I must give that a go – does it do ‘cut and paste’??
Where do your ideas come from?
Mainly from my own experiences, followed by articles, mythology, documentaries, or other people’s
experiences. But no single character or storyline is from one inspirational source – they are
always a balanced amalgam.

Do you work to an outline or plot or do you prefer just see where an idea takes you?
I actually do not have a scripted outline, but a very loose concept in mind. I let the characters take charge
– they almost puppet me, them lot. But my main duty is to insist they behave and keep to my plot.
How do you think you’ve evolved creatively?
Writing is an evolutionary process; the more you write, the more you evolve; the more creativity leaks
out. I encourage everyone to pour their creative juices on a page- in private of course and see where it
takes them. Please do not read anything dirty into it!
What is the hardest thing about writing?
Time. Damned time; there is never enough of it. Or ensuring I am on the right flight. Sometimes you read
back and think – how the hell did I get there? Delete, delete, delete.
What was the hardest thing about writing your latest book?
Popo Gigi has been with me for around a decade and he has evolved and evolved as a complete character
with depth sincerity and humanity a naughty but good soul … institutionally educated and self-educated. I
know him better than I know myself. So why does he not buy me a drink? I am sometimes envious of him
other times even jealous … chapter after chapter of his wit charm rising above each occasion.. But, I
know one day, he is going to have to leave me. That would be the hardest thing. I hate goodbyes.

As this is my debut novel, it was always going to be a challenge. Stripping back and editing content is
never easy – but it is a necessity (especially as I didn’t employ an editor … well, I did … but it didn’t work
out).
What is the easiest thing about writing?
The easiest thing? I guess that it is your story. There is no wrong answer. What you say goes – brilliant as
long as it is all enthralling and catchy … and both you and the readers can immerse themselves into
themselves. And that is the only story I care about: a bloody entertaining, fun, gripping and good story.
How long on average does it take you to write a book?
This book took me about just over a year to complete.
Do you ever get writer’s Block?
I think everyone does. But for different reasons. Maybe one had an argument with a mate. Maybe you ate
something dodgy (my main cause). But we all get blocked (I’d like to believe). This should not stop you
from writing—even if it does not make sense. You can always rewrite on a good – unblocked day.

Any tips on how to get through the dreaded writer’s block?
Go for a walk! I love a walk especially on a nudist beach. Take your mind off the task. Watch a film. Read
a book. Or just take your eyes of the page and flood your brain with other information – visual or
otherwise. Try to have a laugh – indulge in a comedy film, TV programme or cartoon. Then return. The
block will be cleared.

If this book is part of a series, tell us a little about it?
Well, as mentioned, I have been with Popo for over a decade. There is so much more to his story. I’ve
fictionally only told you 25 years of his story – I have the rest of his life to tell. This book is only the first a
trilogy, which include, Popo Gigi: Shakespeare Goes Bollywood and Popo Gigi: Wanted in Hollywood –
Gigiology; in which Popo creates a new global religion … stay tuned.
What are your thoughts on writing a book series?
If there is more to a story to tell, why leave it at one? Tell and finish the story!
I have given life to these magnificent larger than life characters – the least I can do is build
them a longer brick road. I’d love to give audiences a new world to explore.
Do you read much and if so who are your favourite authors.
I think I am the only case of an author writing more books than read … I jest. When I was starting out, I
would go into charity book shops and pick up anything and everything, and read; read; read; read.
Reading is learning, and I needed to learn; therefore, I am still reading.
For your own reading, do you prefer eBooks or traditional paper/hard back books?
I’m afraid I have never read an ePublication. There’s something special about holding a thriller with
sweaty palms.

What book/s are you reading at present?
Non-fiction-wise – I have just finished Creativity Inc. I haven’t had much time to start a fiction novel. But I
am looking forward to find that time. I have my eye on a few.
Do you proofread/edit all your own books or do you get someone to do that for you?
It’s always best to have a fresh pair of eyes to look over your work, so once I complete a few chapters, or
a draft, I hand it over to my Son for honest – and mostly severe – feedback. We both work to mend the
bridges, plant the seeds, and water the shrubbery.
Do you let the book stew – leave it for a month and then come back to it to edit?
That is not usually how I work – maybe I’ll give it a go. But when I start, it’s hard for me to stop.
Tell us about the covers and how it came about.
I needed to tell the story and reflect the marriage of cultures: British & Indian. Not only the arranged
marriage, but a forced marriage of convenience—the mixing of cultures is depicted in the character’s
cross-cultural outfit. The protagonist (Popo Gigi) is of mixed heritage (British and Indian). The artwork
needed to be focussed; yet simple, and it had to get away from the traditional ‘typification’ of India and
Britain. I also wanted to add a layer of mystery… raising curiosity and being provocative (with his hand
behind his back). What is he up to? Is he up to no-good, or is he replicating the British stance? That was
the idea.
Who designed your book cover/s?
Having designed the concept ourselves, I got a designer to lay it out. Initially, the concept was
taking shape, but the value wasn’t. So we went on a hunt for an illustrator to add authenticity
and flavour to the cover. We found a lovely lady in the depths of South America, highly
talented: I am very happy with the final execution.

Do you think that the cover plays an important part in the buying process?
It does, partially ... but these days; with Social Media and easy world-access to the internet a
book is no longer just ‘judged by its cover’—content is king. This book is more layered than
meets the eye. You will have to read to find out. It acts as an after effect, than
a path-to-purchase.
How are you publishing this book and why?
I actually did a hell of a lot of research. And discovered the industry is infested with more than its fair
share of rip-off merchants; who are quite happy to leave you with nothing on your food platter. Why
should they take everything? So my Son and I decided to set up Jolliwood Books and self-publish. I
encourage all to do this. Yes, of course there are the benefits from getting ‘the guys’ to take it on, but if
they screw up? You are just another ISBN number gone wrong. You’ll be on your own and it will be
nothing to them.

What would you say are the main advantages and disadvantages of self-publishing against being
published or the other way around?
With self-publishing, you have total control; you publicise exactly how you want to publicise, you sell
exactly how you want sell, you market exactly how you want to market, distribute, and so on. And you
keep all the profits. And you are only to blame if things go badly. That is why you research until the cows
come home. I’ve sat in on hours of webinars, read hundreds of papers, and spoke to many people,
authors and industry professionals (so called). It is all about self-publishing these days. Do it yourself, do
not rely on others; their only interest is theirs and how much money is in it for them. A novel means more
than just money to authors. It should mean their life; you wouldn’t give your life to anyone else to control
as a puppet, would you?
How do you market your books?
Social media, effective PR, blogging. But you know the best form of marketing? Word of mouth. So write a
bloody good story, and it will partly market itself.
Why did you choose this route?
For me to engage with my readers, I need to speak up – for people to learn about my ideologies, and
what makes me tick, which will naturally resonate in a book you write.
Would you or do you use a PR agency?
I would do it all myself, but those contacts are valuable. Unfortunately, those contacts cost a lot . So we
have hired a social media guru to push the online communication and PR.

Do you have any advice for other authors on how to market their books?
Be a voice. Be patient. And if you do go for PR agencies – always enquire who they
really know in the media, on a personal level … AND get it in writing.
What do you do to get book reviews?
Ensure I have a great story to tell and send the synopsis around, to whet reviewer’s appetites.
How successful has your quest for reviews been so far?
So far my hit rate has been 1 in 10 … I lie, 1 in 15 … Which isn’t bad at all, I don’t think. It
takes an average of 3 months or more for a reviewer to come back – a long waiting period.

How do you market your books?
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Would you or do you use a PR agency?
I would do it all myself, but those contacts are valuable. Unfortunately, those contacts cost a lot . So we
have hired a social media guru to push the online communication and PR.
Do you have any advice for other authors on how to market their books?
Be a voice. Be patient. And if you do go for PR agencies – always enquire who they really know in the
industry, and on a personal level … and get it in writing.
How successful has your quest for reviews been so far?
So far my hit rate has been 1 in 10 … I lie, 1 in 15 … Which isn’t bad at all, I don’t think. It takes an average
of 3 months or more for a reviewer to come back – a long waiting period.
Any amusing story about marketing books that happened to you?
Out of the blue I got a call (unsolicited) from the BBC asking for an interview – which was a nice surprise.
What’s your views on social media for marketing?
Exceptional. What a cost-effective and easier way to gain awareness, impressions and engagement.
‘Borrowed credibility’ is a blessing. If you can piggyback a big account, you are laughing. Social media is
also a great way to establish an audience. It’s a must for any brand.
Which social network worked best for you?
Twitter is better for conversation. I can have a full on conversation with Derek from Hampshire. Whereas
Facebook is better for competitions and general content sharing. My personality comes out more through
twitter, but if I want to share content that interests me and I know would interest my readership, I’d go
via Facebook. Twitter is more natural to me whereas Facebook is more structured, in my opinion.
Any tips on what to do and what not to do?
Be yourself, don’t overshare – no one likes an over-sharer, it’s like being a space-invader – they’re
uncomfortable to be around. Be fun and original (yes – easier said than done). Especially now that
Facebook has a ‘dislike’ button we should all be extra careful.
Did you do a press release, Goodreads book launch or anything else to promote your work and did it
work?
Yes to Press release social media email marketing. No to Goodreads
Did you get interviewed by local press/radio for your book launch?
Yes, by the BBC.

Is there any marketing technique you used that had an immediate impact on your sales figures?
I will update you on that soon.
Did you make any marketing mistakes or is there anything you would avoid in future?
Don’t pay for marketing courses.
Why do you think that other well written books just don’t sell?
If I knew that, I would be rich. Poor exposure or just bad timing or even a change in reading patterns,
genres. It can happen to the best of us.
What do you think of “trailers” for books?
This is going to be interesting. I have had many a battle with my Son about book trailers. He hates them.
But it is a good marketing technique – pictures speak a thousand words. Some would much rather watch
a 90 second trailer, than read a synopsis; especially if you’re web surfing and come across and
interesting ‘still’ on a YouTube video, which an interesting title, that is only 90 seconds long,
you are bound to watch it. But I do not think they sell books. However, some would rather
read a detailed synopsis – I know I would. So why not cater for both? We share the
agreement that if the trailer is of high production value, it will complement the book.
Do you have a trailer or do you intend to create one for your own book/s?
Yes, but my son would kill me if I shared it. Here it is …
Do you think that giving books away free works and why?
What do you mean by ‘works’? It works if your aim is to put the book on readers’ laps, and promote
awareness. If they read the book and share their fondness through word of mouth (social media or
otherwise), then of course it works wonders. People do love freebies … I know I definitely do.
Did you format your own book?
I actually had the freelancer do the formatting. But he messed that up, so I had to go back and quickly reformat it myself. I was heading to Festival de Cannes 2015 so I had to get it ready for then.

In what formats is your book available?
Paperback, eBook and the hardback is to follow.
If formatted by someone else, how did you select them and what was your experience?
I went for a contractor via the internet. It was a horrific experience and I had to reformat it myself.

How do you relax?
I have a huff and then a puff of tobacco smoke.
What is your favourite motivational phrase?
Don’t look back.

What is your favourite positive saying?
If you are dealt with lemons in life learn how to make good lemonade – it features
in the book quite heavily.

What is your favourite book and why?
Romeo and Juliet – it has all the elements of a good story and well edited with the kitchen sink thrown in.
Remarkably it has all the Bollywood elements.
What is your favourite quote?
Taking fun seriously
What is your favourite film and why?
Casablanca (Dir. Michael Curtiz, 1942) – fantastic story with all the elements life can throw at you –
chaos, disorder, loyalty, disloyalty and faith in mankind – all set against a mysterious backdrop.
Where can you see yourself in 5 years’ time?
Hopefully being able to afford a massage in …

What advice would you give to your younger self?
Don’t listen to the so called ‘professionals’.
Which famous person, living or dead would you like to meet and why?
Louis Armstrong! A man who (despite his talents) was put through life below par to a human being. Yet,
he was never heard complaining. He kept his head up high even though he had to enter the
establishments in which he entered through the ‘blacks only’ entrance, and left by it after
receiving long standing ovations for his performances from the ‘whites only’ fans.
If you could have been the original author of any book, what would it have been and why?
Hello I must be going by Groucho Marx
What advice would you give to aspiring writers?
Do your research, read plenty of books, and never stop writing. Always write. You are going to be
rejected; everyone gets rejected – you are no different – none of us are. Just keep at it, and you will get
there. Just ensure you have a good story!

Where do you see publishing going in the future?
I feel there will be a further shake-up/out. Mainstream publishers will start acting and providing services
for self-publishers – big time.
Is there anything else you would like to add that I haven’t included?
Don’t forget my Christmas present.
How can readers discover more about you and you work?
Find me on my website jollibooks.com … Facebook …. Twitter … my blog: jolliblog.com

Q&A – 2
Tell us your latest news?
I am being stalked by many – or rather ‘followed’ by many on twitter
When did you first consider yourself a writer?
There are two elements to this - firstly I had to believe in myself that I am a writer, followed by the
readers having the same opinion. It does not mean in the first instance you must practice – a lot to
become a successful writer – sometimes, just like a good wine: it takes time for it to reach its best. I feel
2015 is a vintage year – for me.
What inspired you to write your first book?
Just to clarify my first book is not my first piece of writing. I had written a number of feature length
screenplays – one of them being Popo Gigi: Shakespeare goes Bollywood. In reality it was the second
phase of the protagonist’s life which is currently in development to be made into a feature film. I thought
it would be a good idea to write a prequel to the film. This would give all a better understanding of the
character POPO GIGI – his childhood, his upbringing and making him what he is today.
Do you have a specific writing style?
When writing I am particularly keen on pace, tone and entertainment factor – which also includes
humour. I don’t write for a particular genre.

How did you come up with the title?
It was originally meant to be Popo Gigi: the earlier years but I felt it needed a point of reference as it was
the first of a trilogy so I decided to call it Popo Gigi: the earlier years – London to Bollywood.
Is there a message in your novel that you want readers to grasp?
Quite a few in fact. How to handle your first love. Create openness in accepting other cultures which
could lead to tolerance and acceptance. The pursuance of one’s goals in life to its outcome … good or bad
and irrespective of the challenges along the way.
How much of the book is realistic?
As much as you want to believe. This book is a work of ‘faction’ but I am not telling you the blend
percentage … a trade secret!
Are experiences based on someone you know, or events in your own life?
Many of my experiences are in the novel – without giving too much away, but just as a guide they are the
ones which appear to be least believable with fact being stranger than fiction…

What books have most influenced your life most?
Romeo and Juliet and Groucho Marx’s Hello I must be going.
If you had to choose, which writer would you consider a mentor?
Lord William Shakespeare.

Name one entity that you feel supported you outside of family members
Oxfam … for my clothing.
Do you see writing as a career?
Well it can be either my primary or joint primary career.

If you had to do it all over again, would you change anything in your latest book?
I rewrote it so many times … it was like rewriting it all over again … a few times . It is the best cup of tea I
can make with the best ingredients available. It may not be everyone’s cup of tea.
Do you recall how your interest in writing originated?
Creativity … it was my way of expression.
Is there anything you find particularly challenging in your writing?
It was keeping the pace and continuity of the story strands without causing confusion to the reader in
terms of location and characters.
Who is your favourite author and what is it that really strikes you about their work?
Shakespeare and his mastery of scenes and scene shifts. Blending in humour into serious subject matters.

Do you have to travel much concerning your book(s)?
Yes, there was the research in Mumbai, London and in various libraries.
What was the hardest part of writing your book?
It was keeping the story line going with the different backdrops, charting and remembering what stage
each character was at the beginning of each chapter and its end.
Did you learn anything from writing your book and what was it?
I learnt a lot. First it takes longer than you imagine. I did the structural editing myself and also did most of
the proof-reading myself.
Do you have any advice for other writers?
Start writing and write and write and write… This is after you have read and read and read.
Do you have anything specific that you want to say to your readers?
Read my book slowly and take in the culture and human nature, enjoy and don’t feel shy in laughing out
in public.

Chapter samples

Why write the book?
Creating the character – Popo Gigi.
Sam draws on his personal encounters, upbringing and cross-cultural experiences
for inspiration—against the backdrop of Bollywood and London; sometimes in
juxtaposition, but also in similarity. He then projects that into fiction: a safer bet
(after legal advice). Fiction chasing fact; occasionally the other way around, but all
the same witty and entertaining.
So the questions kept popping up by many … what and who shaped and prepared
Popo Gigi to encounter life ? The explanations were a plenty: After all, Popo was
brought up on ‘golden nuggets’ and not ‘chicken nuggets’. As with life (fact) the
path to resolution is rarely a straight one.
… The Shakespearean fanatic of Indian heritage (half English) but fully dedicated to
accomplishing his lifelong ambition—to produce and play the lead in Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet—with a tongue-in-cheek Bollwood-esque twist and muli-national
cast. Popo Gigi: Shakespeare Goes Bollywood was born which was later to become
the second part of the trilogy.
So to throw light on the truth and the path to unconventional clarity, Sam penned
Popo’s backstory.
Popo Gigi: the earlier years–London to Bollywood; digging deep into his psyche and
traumas.

With this complete, he felt this multi-dimensional character came across as an
entertaining and lovable rogue with a mysterious checkered past.
But what about his backstory? What drove him into being the man he is and his
rollercoaster journey which got him to where he is?
Fact is stranger than fiction and less.

Key talking points
‘Key talking points’ about book.

1. How the British government were instrumental in launching the Kama Sutra
2. The of the British commissioner, his wife and the future Indian Prime Minister’s
liaisons
3. Why toilets will never function in India (however many they build)
4. Bollywood’s real underbelly and their grip on Bollywood
5. Where, when and how was Chicken Tikka Masala invented
6. Why cross-cultural marriages rarely work
7. The British Raj’s move in maintain the European DNA (race) (ethnic cleansing)
long before Hitler thought of it
8. Germany’s influence on British society pre-world wars
9. How Britain could have dissuaded Hitler from going to War.
10.Reparations: Why should Britain pay reparations to India?
11.How the British imported the class-caste system to Britain
12.Why Britain was the biggest drug dealing nation in the world keeping the
Chinese nation high.
13.‘DNA closure’ is the toughest to deal with
14.Single moms can make a difference
15.The educational system
16.Social classes - how to control society?

Press release
Undressing Bollywood … first of a trilogy
Popo Gigi: the earlier years – London to Bollywood
By Samuel G. Sterling
Join Popo Gigi’s heart-wrenching journey—from London to Bollywood—for ‘DNA closure’.
After graduating from Oxbridge, Popo Gigi continues the desperate search for his absent English father,
who abandoned his ‘untouchable’ Indian teenage mother—shipping her to London; alone, shameful and
heavily pregnant.
As a doting single-mother of twins, and despite a hand-to-mouth survival, she finds ways to fund their
education.
Popo’s pursuit lands him in Bombay (Mumbai), India. His BBC reporter guise exposes him to Bollywood’s
glitterati, and right into its shark infested underbelly. Swimming upstream, and weighed down by
dilemmas galore: his first-love; Bollywood-producer father; Bollywood-diva stepmother; troubled-twinbrother and stalking-ex-Russian girlfriend to boot; not to mention his tag-along United Nations ‘drama
therapy’ group—still needing supervision.
Nothing will stop Shakespeare-fanatic Popo Gigi's ambition: to stage a Bollywood-esque Romeo and Juliet
in London—Shakespeare Goes Bollywood—propelled by his conviction: “If Shakespeare were alive today,
he would be writing for Bollywood”.
Popo Gigi: the earlier years – London to Bollywood is the first of a trilogy and prequel to the feature film:
Popo Gigi: Shakespeare Goes Bollywood under the Jolliwood Productions banner, and tie-in novel from
Jolliwood Books.
With the screenplay complete and production in development, Jolliwood Productions continues its
international casting. Popo Gigi: Wanted in Hollywood will complete the trilogy.
Featured on BBC (Raj & Pablo Show).
Comments:
‘Singularly witty and gritty with larger than life characters’ (Dr. Fred Clark)
‘Unwrapping meticulously each scene with vivid nuances, Samuel G. Sterling draws you into the moment
as a present witness’ (Alan Littlewood)
‘Effortlessly, he works your five senses whilst tickling your funny bone’ (Doris Drewry)

About Samuel G. Sterling
From a lazy birth in Bombay to a Jesuit Catholic education, Sterling inadvertently indulges in Bollywood
circles via family connections, followed by a pacey cosmopolitan upbringing in London. His diverse
heritage and expanding social exposure, arouses the 'culture-vulture' within him—a catalysism for
creativity as a screenwriter (see IMDB) and novelist. His raison d'etre: ‘Taking fun seriously’.
With a number of documentaries under his belt, Sterling is an accredited and regular participant of
the Festival de Cannes—partaking at the 2015 event to pave way for his forthcoming feature, Popo Gigi:
Shakespeare Goes Bollywood.
“This novel is my mixed-heritage love child—conceived out of ‘faction’. The Popo Gigi trilogy has been a
cathartic and emotionally challenging expedition. Popo Gigi evolves as ‘the’ testament to perseverance,
endurance and self-belief—negotiating through hell; en route to heaven. Fun loving all the same.”

Contact Samuel G. Sterling:
E-mail:
sam@samgsterling.com
Twitter:
@samgsterling
Facebook:
Facebook.com/jollibooks
Mobile:
+44 (0) 7466 390 749
About Jolliwood Books
Jolliwood Books is the book imprint arm of Jolliwood Entertainment; managed by a father and son team—
dedicated to entertainment with a ‘fun factor’ spine: ‘Taking fun seriously’.
For Press interviews and Review copies: press@jollibooks.com
Media kit:
(Media Kit tab)
General:
info@jollibooks.com
Website:
www.jollibooks.com
About the Book
Popo Gigi: the earlier years—London to Bollywood
By Samuel G. Sterling
586pp
Humorous Fiction with Romance and Adventure
For Pre and bulk orders:
orders@jollibooks.com
Paperback: ISBN 978-0-9932654-0-2
£12.95
(US$ 19.95, €17.45)
eBook: ISBN 978-0-9932654-2-6
£6.95
(US $9.95, €9.50)
From Amazon, book stores, York Publishing Services Ltd. and www.jollibooks.com
German, Spanish, French, Italian, Hindi, Russian and other translations to follow.
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The German connection
Popo Gigi’s German connotation, questions and connections

The German influence on the naming of POPO GIGI, and why its German
connotations changed his life for good
Why did the British government deliberately sabotage Mahatma Ghandi’s attempt
to bring about peace between Hitler and the British Nation to prevent WWII?
The German Influence on British Society (Pre Hitler)
Why Germany has the highest per-capita of sex shops in the world
What made a single German mother create the biggest chain of sex shops in
Germany (still to this day)?
Why the German word for ‘bye’ could
cause a riot in India and why German tourist
Articles
guide books never warn you about its danger
Why CURRYWURST was not created in India and has the Indians up in arms

Why German men have difficulty urinating in India, and vice-versa
Why a certain German psychotherapist thinks the sexual divide between East
(former) and West (former), will never unite the two German nations as one for
the next three generations
Why ‘Fluchen’ therapy is the next ‘in therapy’ for Germany
Why do Germans eat salad with their curry?

Prequel to film

A contemporary cross-cultural comedy bonanza on a truly heroic scale - with
songs and dance - celebrating the passion of an Indian, Shakespearean obsessive;
out to fulfill a lifelong dream - by hook or by crook. Bollywood "icon" and
Shakespeare fanatic POPO GIGI is on a mission: to propel India to cultural
superpower status.
See more at : Jolliwood.com/productions or IMDB.com

License for use of images

All images, photos and artwork in this Media Kit can be utilised for multiple use by the
recipient of this Media Kit for use in articles, reviews and mentions in any media form.

